
This outdoor gear brand holds a 
large and diverse customer base. 
For more than fifteen years, 
they’ve established themselves 
as the quality of excellence in 
their market.

As a leading Google Marketing 
and Cloud partner, Adswerve 
helps thousands of digital 
marketers, data analysts 
and agencies make stronger 
connections with their 
customers through successful 
data-driven strategies.

www.adswerve.com
contact@adswerve.com

720.242.9837

Reaching the Peak with an 
Outdoor Gear Brand
A Full-Google Stack Marketing Adventure

The Adventure Begins
Founded in 2006, this brand is a designer, marketer, retailer and distributor of a variety of 

innovative, branded premium products to a wide-ranging customer base. When Adswerve 

began consulting on their analytics projects two years ago, it was clear that while the 

Client’s brand was flourishing, there was so much more they could accomplish from 

behind the marketing curtain.
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Sitting at Base Camp
The client’s marketing stack was comprised of disparate tools disconnected from one 

another and the team was unable to understand the profiles of their target customers. 

One buyer was the same as another—surfers the same as rodeo enthusiasts—with no 

distinctive characteristics to set them apart. This led to mass emails and search  

campaigns with no segmentation. They needed to access customer data, analyze  

it and use it with additional CRM fields for more targeted engagement opportunities 

across all marketing tactics.

Gear Checklist

GOOGLE ANALYTICS 360

GOOGLE ANALYTICS CONNECTOR FOR SALESFORCE

SEARCH ADS 360

CLOUD FOR MARKETING

BIGQUERY

CONTINUED
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The Climb
Adswerve and the Client implemented Google Analytics 360, BigQuery and Search Ads 

360 solutions, transforming the Client’s search and email programs into precisely targeted 

tools for engaging with customers and prospects.

The Google products have enabled the Client to build a sophisticated customer 

segmentation strategy that helps them target audiences based on user behavior, meta 

data (like product color, size and build) and purchase data from Demandware. Using Data 

Transfer files, the Client can now get raw user-level data for Search Ads 360, allowing 

them to improve targeting down to the individual user level and drive improved search 

performance.

Finally, Adswerve procured early access to Cloud for Marketing, which provides data 

modeling and analysis, helping the Client improve and streamline their automated bidding 

for search campaigns, and integrate their search, analytics, database and reporting 

capabilities together in a full-Google stack solution.

SKILLED GUIDES

We worked hand-in-hand during our adventure together. We trained the Client’s team 

on the Google Analytics connector for Salesforce Marketing Cloud, how to build Google 

Analytics audiences and how to take the most advantage of the Search Ads 360 platform. 

Adswerve also pushed audiences into Google Analytics 360 then to Salesforce using the 

Google Analytics Connector for Salesforce Marketing Cloud so the Client can retarget 

audiences with highly relevant email campaigns.
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The View So Far

CONVERSIONS

CLICKS

RETURN ON AD SPEND (ROAS)

CONVERSION RATES

REVENUE

159%

65%

47%

166%

85%
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Heading to the Next Peak
Next, Adswerve is using the full-Google stack to build a propensity model that will score 

users based on their likelihood to purchase, which has a higher price point than other 

products like drinkware.

The Client’s marketing team will then be able to identify high-value customers and 

strategically adjust their spend allocations in Search Ads 360 or eventually in Display & 

Video 360 to achieve a higher ROI.

“In [our speak] you guys 
are truly BADASS! I love 
that you and your team 
go above and beyond…
and your talents extend 
beyond Google Analytics 
to the Google Cloud 
Platform.”

—DIRECTOR, DATA AND ANALYTICS

CLIMB ALONG WATCH FOR MORE DETAILS ABOUT 
OUR ADVENTURES WITH THIS OUTDOOR GEAR BRAND 
COMING IN EARLY 2020. VISIT ADSWERVE.COM/BLOG 
FOR UPDATES.


